
Joboffer dated from 11/29/2019

Game Designer (f/m/div)

Field: Game Designer / Level

Designer

Type of employment: Full-time

Entry date: immediately

Zip Code / Place:

Country: Germany

Company data

Company: Travian Games GmbH

Street adress: Wilhelm-Wagenfeld-Str. 22

Zip Code / Place: 80807 München

Contact Person

Name: Carola Knerr

Position: HR Business Partner

Street adress: Wilhelm-Wagenfeld-Str. 22

Zip Code / Place: 80807 München

E-mail: jobs@traviangames.com

Job description

 

for our Travian Kingdoms team

We want to enable teams to achieve extraordinary quality and create meaningful online game

experiences enjoyed by millions of players around the world. We give you all the freedom you

need to come up with awesome features nobody has ever created before. We are not fond of

hierarchies, so we eliminated them wherever possible. We also don't like to rush things.

Quality is our most important goal and we know that it sometimes takes a bit more time to

make good games great.

We strongly believe this is the only way games should be developed and we want you if you
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share our passion!

 

QUEST

You act as the main responsible Game Designer for our Travian Kingdoms game

You create new feature concepts, as well as enhance and streamline the existing ones,

for the game’s browser and app versions

You support the testing team in order to make sure your concepts work exactly as

intended for our players

You engage in player discussions about design concepts, and adapt your concepts

according to the feedback of both the players as well as the technical team

You write and maintain the game’s design documentation, in-game texts, and

Knowledge Base articles

You work as a part of an awesome team of programmers, artists, testers, in a fast-paced

Agile setup

 

SKILLS

You play games, you make games, you love games. This passion – especially for the

games you work on – is your everyday urge

You have experience and deep knowledge of free-to-play MMO games, both from

designer and player perspective

You are not scared of numbers, so you can design complex game elements and balance

them smoothly

You have a good eye for game aesthetics and intuitive UI design, and know how to do

basic layouts for web and apps

You are able to turn complex game mechanics into simple and accessible features for the

players

You have an entrepreneurial mindset and can adapt to changes quickly

You are an exquisite team player, and understand that communication and collaboration

are one of the key elements of your role

You are fluent in written and verbal English

 

REWARDS

Regular Training & Development

Free Refreshments

Gym Cooperation

Choose Your Weapon

Regular Socializing & Events

Company Pension
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